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Socks Cufflinks Pins Beanies And Scarves

Welcome to Bosscher International: we offer a complete service of tailor-made gentlemen accessories, very
rapidly delivered, for a good price!

ABOUT US
Who are we?
The Bosscher International team aims for the
best quality and price for every customer,
whilst working passionately! Through our
ambitions and experience, we learned to work
customer-centered, where we focus on finding
the best solution for every situation and offer a
100% service to provide the best service to our
customer!
We have carefully selected and approached
the production factories that we work with, to
set the required expectations that enables us
to guarantee our customers the best quality.
The knowledge and experience that we gained
within the industry comes from visiting and

spending time in these factories (over a period
of more than 15 years in the meantime), which
we passionately convey to our colleagues and
customers!
Our story starts nearly two decades ago, when
a colleague from a similar company inspired me
to start working in the industry of gentlemen’s
accessories. I was convinced rather quickly and
started the business with selling custom-made
cufflinks within the Netherlands.
The cufflinks became very popular almost
immediately, also amongst several Dutch
celebrities (e.g. the Dutch Prime-minister and
TV-presenter who is famous in the Netherlands
for always being well-dressed). As there are

more gentlemen’s accessories that are crucial to
a men’s outfit, I started to expand the company
with PINS, SOCKS, BEANIES & SCARVES.
Especially our socks are very much in favor, in
the meantime we sell more socks than cufflinks!
Next to selling our products in the Netherlands,
we also work for companies outside the
Netherlands: our southern neighbours
(University of Gent), recently made an order of
5000 custom-made socks.
As we do not want our customers to worry about
any step in the process, we offer full-service
from A to Z. So, we arrange development of the
design(s), delivery of samples, the production,
and the delivery of the order.

www.bosscher-international.com
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DAILY/ CASUAL SOCKS
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Specifications

Production and shipping

Quality and price

We offer designs from our own collection
in the following templates: no show, ankle,
quarter, crew and over-the-knee. Different
designs can be produced upon request.
Standard we have size 35-38, size 39-42, size
43-46 available. The designs may include upon
6 colours horizontally and 18 colours vertically.
The minimum order is 120 pairs per design/
size.
Sent us an email for more information and
prices: info@bosscher-international.com

When the graphic design of your order is
confirmed, we produce a sample for approval.
Normally it takes around 1 week. After approval
of the sample we normally ship in 2 weeks the
production, by air - truck - sea.
Complete the present with attractive
packaging! Choose for a custom-made box
showing A corporate identity, a header card,
or a full-colour printed wrapper. The wrapping
showing the house style ensures a complete
gift.

Our products are offered to our customers with
the best quality of inputs as a package ready
to sell. We use the best means of production,
from the yarns woven and design of products
to delivery of your order. Full service ! Our
prices differ according to the materials used
and the complexity of the designs chosen. Sent
us an email for more information - quotation designs.
MOQ for Casual socks is 120 pairs per design/
size

www.bosscher-international.com
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SPORT AND WORK SOCKS
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Sport Socks

Production and shipping

Work Socks

Sport socks can be made in the following
templates: no show, ankle, quarter, crew and
over-the-knee. Also high performance like
ski-trekking- and running socks are produced
upon request. Sport socks are produced so that
the sock can stretch from the wrist to provide
easy movement, adding terry is an option.
Standard we have size 35-38, size 39-42, size
43-46 available. The designs may include upon
6 colours horizontally and 18 colours vertically.
The minimum order is 120 pairs per design/
size.
Sent us an email for more information and
prices: info@bosscher-international.com

When the graphic design of your order is
confirmed, we produce a sample for approval.
Normally it takes around 1 week. After approval
of the sample we normally ship in 2 weeks the
production, by air - truck - sea.
Choose for hip or neutral designs or implement
the house style with a chic logo on the top
or bottom of the sock. The Sport socks are
excellent as a give away at sports tournament,
event, sports day at school or cycling race!
Finish the gift with a custom-made giftbox,
a full colour printed head card or wrapper to
make the Sports socks the perfect give-away!

Work socks are often used to complement
workwear, or to warrant safety and add comfort.
The thick fabric provides extra comfort when
wearing these socks in work shoes and can also
be produced with extra reinforcements to act
as ergonomic socks.
Work socks can be personalized with a logo
on the foot or on the socks itself, and through
the unique design these socks complete your
workwear. The comfort of Work socks is utmost
important, especially to stimulate a proper
transmission of moist. To realize this, Work
socks are equipped with high quality cotton!

www.bosscher-international.com
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PRINT SOCKS
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360 degrees printed Socks

Sublimation printed Socks

Production and shipping

Producing a pair of 360 Degrees Printed socks is
conceivable through the perfect design pattern
that is applied around the cotton or polyester
socks. 360 degrees printing enables better
permeability of colours, creating excellent
results: even when stretching the socks, they
remain beautiful!
The socks can be produced in any colour and
colour pattern, without restraint in the number
of colours used, making the 360 Degrees
Printed socks the ideal means to communicate
a corporate identity. Any design is possible:
even a picture or painting can be printed on the
socks. Minimum order is 240 pairs per design.

Printing a pair of Sublimation socks is possible
through Sublimation printing. Through this
method the entire sock is printed ‘all-over’.
These socks are made from polyester and
spandex.
The Full Colour socks are deliverable in a variety
of colours and colour patterns, making the
course of colours well visible. Sublimation socks
fully printed in a design and company house
style ensure a cheerful effect that guarantees
happiness!
Sublimation socks are the perfect gift for
Christmas, Holiday, Soccer, Valentine’s Day,
Festivities, Fairs, Easter, Birthdays, and for any
other festive occasion!

When the graphic design of your order is
confirmed, we produce a sample for approval.
Normally it takes around 1 week. After approval
of the sample we normally ship in 2 weeks the
production, by air - truck - sea.

www.bosscher-international.com
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BABY, KIDS AND HOME SOCKS
Baby and Kids
We understand the need for comfortable socks
for children, and the desire to be able to design
these to your preferences. Therefore, Baby and
Kids’ socks can fully be produced in a house
style, use hip designs, bright colours, and
guarantee best wearing comfort!
The combination of excellent comfort and its
unique design guarantees the perfect gift for
new-born wishes, the celebration of a birthday,
or any other festive occasion that you can think
of!
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Home Socks (with non-slip)
Multiple Baby and Kids’ socks can easily be
combined in one set of gift wrapping, enabling
you to give 1 or 2 pair of socks in one box. The
present can also be wrapped using a header
card or full colour printed wrapper.
Standard we use size 0-1 year and other sizes as
in retail available.
Minimum order is 500 pairs per design/size.
Sent us an email for more information and
prices: info@bosscher-international.com

Home socks are warm, cosy and perfect for
in-house usage as well as for Yoga, Pilates and
sports. They can be customized with your logo
or corporate identity. The non-slip studs can be
produced in any design you like to create an
original pair of socks!
Think of studs comprising of a logo, a tire track,
or even with written text. The ideal way to
create an authentic pair of House socks!
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BEANIES
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Specifications

Production and shipping

Quality and price

Beanies can be produced with pom, cuff,
embroidery and patches. The design of a
beanie can include a maximum of 4 colours
on the beanie and 4 colours on the pom.
Upon request the pom and patches can be
confectioned. Beanies can be produced in 2
sizes: Meduim and Large.
The minimum order quantity is 100 pieces per
design.

When the graphic design of your order is
confirmed, we produce a sample for approval.
Normally it takes around 1 week. After approval
of the sample we normally ship in 2 weeks the
production, by air - truck - sea.

Our products are offered to our customers with
the best quality of inputs as a package ready
to sell. We use the best means of production,
from the yarns woven and design of products
to delivery of your order. Full service! Our prices
differ according to the materials used and the
complexity of the designs chosen. Sent us
an email for more information - quotation designs.

www.bosscher-international.com
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WOVEN, PRINTED AND KNITTED SCARF
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One and two sided woven Scarf

Printed Scarf

Knitted Scarf

This two-sided woven scarf has different
patterns on both sides. The scarf can be
produced as long as required with a maximum
width of 20 cm, in 4 different colours on the
front and 3 diefferent colours on the back. Our
MOQ is 100 pieces per design.
The one-sided scarf can be produced as long
as required with a maximum width of 20 cm,
in 8 different colours. One-sided scarves can be
made with warp fringes, confection fringes and
knot fringes or tassels. Our MOQ is 100 pieces
per design.

We can produce satin printed, knitted printed
and polar printed scraves. Satin printed scarf is
done double sided and in full colour possible.
Standard sizes are in between 135 and 180 cm.
The scarves are produced with white tassels,
coloured tassels ara on request. Our MOQ is
100 pieces per design.

Knitted scarves have different patterns on both
sides. Knitted scarves can be produced up to
6 colours. The usual dimensions of knitted
scraves are 18 cm width and 140 cm length.
Our MOQ is 100 pieces per design.

www.bosscher-international.com
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PACKING
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Cufflinks and Pins

Socks

Beanies and Scarves

To finish these nice products, pack them in a
nice presentation box and it’s the perfect give
away!
We have all kinds of packings available, from
plastic and cheap to luxury expensive. All our
packings can also be provided with a logo,
design or text.

Socks can be packed with a label, sleeve or in a
nice box. Eco-packings are also availabe.
All packing options can be with a full colour
design.
Special packings on request, sent us an email:
info@bosscher-international.com

Beanies and scarves can be supplied with a
woven or leather label, packed in a special box
or custom made special packing.

www.bosscher-international.com
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CUFFLINKS
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Cufflinks Custom Made

MOQ is 50 pairs

All materials available

Exclusive cufflinks are completely personalized
by means of 2D or 3D modeling. A common
possibility is to have your own initials shaped
as cufflinks. As a result, a high-profile pair of
cufflinks is created.
Engraved Cufflinks are also known to many
as outline Engravings. A classic method of
engraving, and therefore used to produce
these classic Cufflinks. This is a stylish way to
produce Cufflinks that comprise of a logo and
therefore represent a company.

Cufflinks with Laser Engraving are also known
as Flat Engraving. This is a remarkable way of
engraving to make the Cufflinks stand out!
We create remarkable Cufflinks using Laser
Engraving to ensure a modern appearance.
Cufflinks are often embossed to create an
exclusive and stylish appearance. These
Cufflinks are quite popular with our customers
as they are stylish and attractively priced.
Embossed Cufflinks are therefore extremely
popular and often selected by our customers!

An often-selected production method to
produce Coloured Cufflinks are Pantone
colours. These Cufflinks are hand-made carved,
and subsequently coloured to provide the
Cufflinks with a Pantone colour of your choice.
The carves are then coloured with a Pantone
colour and can be produced using epoxy
coating to create an enamel effect.
Coloured Cufflinks are most in favour to our
customers and are therefore ideal as a nice gift
or give-away!

www.bosscher-international.com
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PINS
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Pins Custom Made

MOQ is 100 pieces

All materials available

Looking for Printed Pins? For example, Pins
comprising of a full colour logo or striking
colours? Than the Printed Pins are the best
option!
Pins are often embossed to create an exclusive
and stylish appearance. These Pins are quite
popular with our customers as they are stylish
and attractively priced. Embossed Pins are
often selected and therefore a go-to for all
stylish Pins! Embossed Pins are the perfect,
extraordinary gift for Christmas, Holiday,
Soccer, Valentine’s Day, Festivities, Fairs, Easter,
Birthdays, and for any other festive occasion!

Enamel Pins with Pantone colours is an oftenselected production method to produce
colourful Pins. These Pins are hand-made,
debossed, which is subsequently coloured to
provide a Pantone colour of your choice. Lacking
Pins with Pantone colours is an often selected
production method to produce colourful Pins.
These Pins are hand-made, carved, which is
subsequently coloured to provide a Pantone
colour of your choice.
Engraving Pins are an extraordinary way to
make Pins and make them stand out. The Pins
can be made using either Diamond or Laser
Engraving. By offering both methods, the Pins
will always meet expectations.

A tailor-made stickpin is a chic present that is
distinctive and controversial. Stickpins can be
made in several ways. A coloured stickpin, a
printed stickpin, a carved stickpin, and many
more!
Very exclusive Pins can be made by using 2D
or 3D-moddeling. This enables creating the
Pins entirely in the shape of your choice. This
method results in true controversial Pins.
A tailor-made Tie Bar, coloured Tie Bar,
engraved Tie Bar, carved Tie Bar, or any Tie Bar
you can think of! A Tie Bar is a very noteworthy
way to make for example your logo stands out.
Also, they are excellent as an addition to your
workwear!

www.bosscher-international.com
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HOW TO ORDER?
First, design!

Approved, let’s go!

Pricing policy

The first step is a design.
Option 1: we make the designs with our inhouse
design team.
Option 2: we give you templates and you will
provide the designs.

As soon as the designs are approved, we are
going to make samples. Visuals of samples
will be provided as soon as we have them, the
shipment of the production samples are for
free.
After approval of the samples we will start
the production. We will also provide you the
delivery time of the products as soon as we
have them.

Since our productions are carried out on special
design orders, we have indication pricelists.
Prices vary according to materials used in
production , yarns and transport options.
For more information sent us an email:
info@bosscher-international.com.

DELIVERY OPTIONS
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Air transport

Land transport

Sea transport

We use both Express and Airfreight transport.
This will allow us delivery in 3 days to 1 week
directly to you for specific place of shipping.
Next day delivery is also possible.

Land transport by truck gives us the opportunity
to deliver between 1 and 2 weeks, we will use
this more often with the bigger order amounts.

For long distances, big orders and lenthy
deadlines, we also offers sea transportation.
This will take around 1 month according to
destinantion airport.

www.bosscher-international.com
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CONTACT US
Mail us

Call us

Our location

info@bosscher-international.com
Sales:
pb@bosscher-international.com
roxy@bosscher-international.com
Design:
design@bosscher-international.com
Admin:
admin@bosscher-international.com

+31 (0)10 – 265 11 68

Rosmolenweg 9c
3356 LK Papendrecht
The Netherlands
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